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At these gates of the thousand silences
Hell’s amputees
Remember their previous lives
In life’s hard alleyways

At every step restraining themselves
Walking the rocky path of silence
Gazes lost optimistically to the horizon
They address the unrepentant predators
Through letters of labor
Written from the sweat of their brows

Who can destroy a dream
That never crumbles
Or burn memories
That always rise from the ashes
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To leave or to initiate a vital branching
But the sedentary riveted in place
Do not hear this subtle melody
As they gather the world’s money

Leaving in spite of the rain and the darkness
Heeding the horizon’s call
Despite the batons and the laws

Like an insect astray
On the surface of desert dunes
Giving life to a movement taking shape
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They’ve left their countries
Hearts on their sleeves
And their blistering skin
Maintains
An indecipherable silence
Pressed against the windows
Of this grand illusion
Where the self-righteous
Cheer them with open arms

They’ve left their countries
On tiptoes
Countries where the cats
Grit their teeth
Against the din of disaster
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They don’t know the throes of the sea
When night is so thick
When doors and windows
Disappear from the dimming horizon

It’s a plop a simple backsplash of water
Without features without regard
It’s believed that this human weight is no more than that of an idea
Anonymous thousands swallowed by the sea

Violent streams whisk the bodies
Away from the heaven of interminable debates
Among the borders and the barbed wire
That bloom unabated
At the edge of the world
Where the dug-outs sleep in wrecks

They are your own people disoriented by the waves
May you never forget them
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In the mud where the imprints
Of these ephemeral lives’
Hesitant steps
Harden
There is still nothing but pride
Out around that oasis
The freshness of rare hibiscus
A place of sand and of roses

They don’t want to hear
That at the end of their tireless march
Human hearts disappear
In order to let the empire of laws run its course
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The silence is perched
On mustaches
As if men
Had lost
The right way of seeing things

These things are never
Simple things
The human relationship
And the breath of love
And the time that passes
So slowly
With its stars laid
At the edge of the precipices
They have left their countries


